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WASTE GLASS MELTER NUMERICAL AND PHYSICAL MODELING

J L. L. Eyler
R. D. Peters
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P.S. Lower),
M. L. Elliott

Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington 99352 USA

ABSTRACT model in current use employs a space-time factorization technique to model
alternating current (AC) electric fields (Lessor et al. 1991). Over the past

Results of physical and numerical simulation modeling of high-level several years, TEMPEST has been used to support Hanford, Savannah

liquid waste vitrification melters are presented. Physical modeling uses I River, West Valley, and German melter programs.simulant fluids in laboratory testing. Visualization results provide insight
into convective melt flow patterns from which information is derived to I MODEI22qG APPROACHES
support performance estimation of operating melters and data to support !

numerical simulation. Numerical simulation results of several melter Physical and numerical modeling of melters complement each other in
configurations are presented. These are in support of programs to evaluate gaining understanding of physics present in melters. Physical modeling
melter operation characteristics and performance. Included are accompiishedin transparentvessels provides visualizationdata of convective
!nvestigations into power skewing and alternating currentelectric field phase flow and particle movement and point-wise measurements for comparisonangle in a dual electrode pair reference design and bi-modal convective
stability in an advanced design, to numerical simulation results. Numerical simulation modeling provides

a means of fullycoupling flow, thermal, and electric processes in the melter
INTRODUCTION to obtain distributed parameter field information. It provides a test beta,_or

performing numerical experiments to investigate melter design and design

The melt cavity of high-level liquid waste vitrification melters has changes, expectations of advanced designs, melt pool response to
progressed through a series of geometric shapes. Evolution of the cavity perturbations, scaleup calculations, and other factors of interest.
shape and placement of electrodes has been aided by the use of physical and
numerical modeling of the melter glass pool fluid dynamics and coupled Physical Modeling
thermal properties and electric heating.

Physical modeling is conducted in transparent vessels to provide for
Physical modeling is done using simulant fluids in the laboratory. Early visualization of convective flows induced by densitydifferences in the fluid.

work at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) was reported by Quiqley and Figure i presents a schematic of such an %pparatus(Eyler et al. 1985) used
K.reid (1979). Using a rectangular model with a flat bottom and single and in earlier work. A new apparatus way built to investigate an HWVP
double electrode pairs, they found evidence in visualized flow patterns of reference design and an advanced design/with sloped bottom walls. Figure
quasi-periodicoscillationsinducedby thephysicaldestabilizingeffectofa 2 presentsaschematicofthevesseland'thetwoconfigurationstested.An
simulatedcoldcap.SkardaetaL (1985)andEyleretal.(1985)report electricallyconductingsimulantfluid,lithiumchloride(LiCI)dissolvedin
physicalmodelingresultsina rectangula:melterwitha shallowsloped glycerin,isused.Thegeometryandfluidaredeterminedusingappropriate
bottom.These resultsprovideddatato evaluatenumericalsimulation scalinglaws(Skardaetal.1985)so thatresultscanbescaledtofull-size
techniques.MorerecentphysicalmodelinginvestigationsatPNL havebeen operatingmelterdesigns.Dependingon theobjectivesoftheexperiment,
conductedofconvectiveflowpatternsina HanfordWasteVitrification measurementsoftemperatureandelectricfielddatamay beacquiredwith
Project(HWVP) referencemelterdesignandanadvancedmelterdesign theuseofprobes.
withpyramid-shapedslopedbottomwalls.The presentworkinvestigates
particletransportandsettlingasa simulantofsettlingofnoblemetals. NumericalSimulationModeling

Numericalmodelingsolvesspatialandtemporalgoverningequationsof Numericalsimulationisconductedwiththeelectricfieldversionof
fluidmotionand heattransfer.Thesearecoupledtothe solutionof TEMPEST Thiscomputerprogramsolvestheflow,energy,constituent,
stationaryelectricfieldsthroughresistanceheatingasasourcetermtothe andelectricequationsinafullycoupled,time.dependent,primitivevariables
energyequationandtemperature-dependentelectricpropertiesofthemelt. formulation.Finitevolumeapproximatedequationformulationisusedin
Earlywork atPNL 0DonovanandHjelm,1979)utilizedavorticity-stream conjunctionwitha combinationof explicit,semi-implicit,and implicit
functionformulation.Thisformulationwasabandonedinfavorofthemore solutionschemes.
robustthree-dimensionalprimitivevariablesformulationembodiedinthe
TEMPEST computer progra_m,:!!:ent and Ey!er, !989).._..e e!ect.,q.'cfield
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I Fluid dynamics and heat transfer The form of the conservation
equations used in TEMPEST are as follows:

M Oui
EIa:t,,,eP,,,,l i Continuity: E--. = 0 (I)
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These equations are coupled through the temperature-dependent
properties and the electric resistanc_ heating Q$ as a sourc_ term in the
energy equation.
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Joule heat. Joule heat Qj as a source in the energy equation is and can be joule-heated. The physical models have a heat exchanger at the
generated by electric currents resulting from potentials applied at a system top liquid surface to simulate heat loss out the cold cap. They are
of electrodes. It is a function of time and, in principle, includes information surrounded by a cooling water jacket to simulate heat loss through the
of two time scales. A short time scale is associated with the electric field melter refractory walls.
oscillation (typically 60 Hz). Neither temperature nor fluid velocities
typically respond significantly on this time scale in melter operation. Thus Circulation patterns and velocities were observed by illuminating the
it is satisfactory to replace the instantaneous value of Qj with a cycle suspended particles in the modeling liquid with a high-intensity plane of
average. A longer time scale can be associated with significant change in light. Photographs were taken at prescribed shutter speeds,yielding streaks
temperature of the melt or when the electric driving is altered, caused by the moving particles. The streak photographs were analyzed to

provide estimates of flow velocities.
To compute joule heat efficiently, the potential field ,k(_r,t) and the

associated electric current flux J_(£,t)are factored into a sum of space and Reference model convection. In the reference design model (Figure 3),
time factors as natural convection could be characterized by numerous rotating cells in the

upper half of the cavity,,vith particle velocities of 3.3 to 6.6 cm/min. These
,_(,f.,t)= _Nn_ 1fn(t),_n(£) (5) correspond to 4.2 to 8.4 cm/min in the full-scale HWVP melter. This

motion is attributed to the heat loss from the cold cap simulator, which
J_,t) = _Nn= t fn(t)J-n($-) (6) creates a dense cold mass of liquid on top of the warmer liquid. The liquid

in the lower half of the cavitywas much less mobile, having velocities of less
where the spatial current flux is determined from a spatial potential field than 0.7 crn/min and no noticeable convection cells. These general
as observations are in agreement with previous work done at PNL and

Savannah River Laboratory on physical modeling of melters with side

J_a($.)= -o.74)n($.) (7) electrodes (Quigley and Kreid 1979, Routt 1983).

The spatial potential field is determined from solution of a Poisson's The stagnant condition in the lower half of the cavity is attributed to
equation of the form temperature stratification wherein the warmer liquid tends to rise to the

upper half of the cavity. The electrical conductivity in the liquid increases

7-[-o. _n($.)] = I°v,n(f.) (8) with temperature so most of the joule-heating current passes through thisupper zone.

where I°v.n(.0 is a reference current source (or sink where negative) per unit i

volume, chosen to be nonzero only within the n.th electrode pair. Insulated
boundary conditions are usually appropriate. By integrating to unit current :
in the source electrode of the n-th pair, then fn(t) is numerically equal to :
the instantaneous source current supplied to the source electrode of the n.
th pair. The number N of spatial potential field solutions required in this
representation depends on the number of electrode pairs, the number of
electromotive force (emf) sources, and their connections.

The cycle-averaged joule heat per unit volume is calculated as

Qj(.0 = <J($.,t).J__,t)/# >

= _N= __Nm=_Fr-__CO'J__/_ (9)

where

Finn = <_a(t)fn(t)> (10) i"
)

i

and the symbol < >indicates a time average of the enclosed expression over
an electric cycle.

Use of this model requires specification of a set of Finn values or a
combination of time.averaged voltage products, partial powers, and Finn. i Figure 3. Liquid Circulation Patterns in Reference Model with
This formulation allows for phase differences and for non-sinusoidal Equal Power between Upper and Lower Electrodes and
waveforms in driving a multi.electrode, multi-phase electric system. Bubbler Off (photographic exposure time = 4 seconds).

.RESULTS Advanced model convection. In the advanced design model there is
substantial liquid motion throughout the cavity from the natural convection

P.'.,vsicalModeling caused by joule heating between the bottom electrode and upper electrodes
on the side of the cavity (Figure 4). Liquid motion can be generally

Two waste glass melter designs were evaluated using physical models, describedby two large cells in the upper three.fourths of the cavity. Motion
One melter is the reference HWVP design, which is cylindrical with a flat is predominantly upward in front of the side electrodes and downward in
bottom and two pairs of side electrodes, an upper pair and a lower pair. the center of the cavity. These two large cells mergewith two smaller cells
_.e alternative advanced design is pyramid-shapedwith sloped bottom walls counterrotating in the lower one-fourth of the cavity. This pattern observed
and three electrodes; two upper and one lower. Figure 2 shows the from the photographs and videotaped experiments is included schematically
•imensions and configuration of both model types, which are 1:4.7 scale in Figure 4. Velocities at the bottom and in the central part of the cavity

"ased on linear dimensions. Their full.scale counterparts are designed for range from 5.0 to 8.3 cm/min. These speeds scale to 6.7 to 11.7 cm/min in
-,30 kg/h glass production rate. a full.scale melter.

Objectives were to characterize liquid convection pa,'.terns,determinethe
_.ttling behavior of particles that simulate noble metal precipitates..=valuate
"e effect of a bubbler, and determine temperature profiles in rbe cavity.
",'lth the dissolved lithium salt, the liquid becomes electrically conductive
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temperature of 1150 C. This finding is in agreement with previou,
modeling studies and actual measurements on a side-electrode molto
configuration. Results from the advanced design model indicate that thi:
melter design would keep glass near the reference glass temperatur,
throughout the cavity except for the cooler region nearest the cold cap.

Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulations have been conducted for two melter design:
similar to those investigated with physical modeling. One consisted of r

"': design with two pairs of side electrodes and a flat bottom. The other
consisted of an advanced model design with three electrodes .- two uppe.'
and one lower -- in which the bottom sloped wallswere approximated as ai:.
inverted pyramid shape. The objective of these numerical simulatior.
experiments was to investigate convective flow patterns, therma!
stratification effects, and electric field character subject to power skewing,
AC phase angles, and boundary condition perturbations. In the latter case
of the inverted pyramid shapes, a further objective was to investigate the
stability of the convective pattern subject to perturbations to boundary heat

REGIONOF

PHOTOGRAPH ON_EELCL_ON Referencemodel.The referencemelterdesignsimulatedwasascalec
versionofthereference_ melterdesign.Simulationswereconductec

to investigate convective flow pattern response to power skewingbetweer.

I I
_ the upper and lower pairs. In central cross-section, the geometry is similar

, _ to the reference physical model in Figure 2. Three caseswere simulated a_
t _ listed in Table 1.

Table1.ReferenceModelSimulationConditionsandGlobalResult:

Figure4. LiquidCirculationPatternsinAdvancedModelwithEqual.
PowerbetweenallThreeElectrodesandBubblerOff ReferenceCases Advanced

(photographicexposuretime= 4seconds). Case 1 2 3 A1
Power Skew '9 1:1 3:1 1:1 1:1:1
Total Power(kW) 350 350 400 400

Particle transport. NicHe and silica particles ranging in size from 5 to Max Glass Temp(C) 1170 1177 1194 1208
40 t_m were used to represent noble metal particles from 10 to 200 t_m in Min Glass Temp(C) 921 845 997 1101
diameter. In separate experiments, batches of these particles were initially Ave Glass Temp(C) 1124 1109 1151 1147
well.mixed in the model cavity. The temperature and convection-driven Max Glass Veloc(m/s) 0.118 0.061 0.085 0.067
currents in the models were then allowed to reach steady conditions, which a) Upper.Lower
was achieved iu about 20 minutes. Samples of the model liquid were taken
during the course of experiments, which usually lasted about 24 hours, to Power skewing was found to significantly affect the convective pattern
determine the concentrations of particles remaining in suspension, i.e. those temperature distribution, and joule heat distribution in the melter. Figure
that had not settled to the bottom of the cavity. The results showed that 5 display a comparison of qualitative results for Cases 1 and 2, which were
both melter models performed about the same with regard to keeping computed as three.dimensional problems. Note that in Case 1, the cente:
particles in suspension, plane convection is predominantly downward in the central core ant

penetrates to the floor of the melter. In Case 2, the predominant flow is
The particle settling results were extrapolated to full scale glass melter upward in the central plane, and the lowest region is relatively quiescent.

conditions and apply to both melter designs. Noble metals with densities The thermal character is represented also in the joule heat distribution.
of 12 g/cma (Td/Rh) and with sizes from 100 to 200/_m are predicted to Case 2, with a 3:1 (upper.lower) power skew, the lower region is colder anc
settle rapidly and iu quantity under normal melter operating conditions, less electrically conductive, and the predominant current path is through the
Particles in the sire range of 40 to 100/_m are predicted to accumulate in upper region where most heat is generated and eventually dissipated
the melter at a rate of half their feed rate under steady-state conditions, through the cold cap. The coldest melt temperature in Case 2 is nearly 8C
Below 40 t_m, the accumulation rate is from 1% to 10%,varying with size. C less than in Case 1. The total temperature difference between top ant
Under idling conditions with no bubbler, settling rates were an order of bottom of the melter is qualitatively in agreement with the scaled result
magnitude higher than settling rates occurring under full power conditions, determined from the physical model.
This is attributed to suppressed convection in the melt cavity during idling.
It is predicted that Pd/Rh particles up to 40/_m in size will settle out in Reference model electric currentphase anRle. The phase relationship
about 30 days of idling, between the current supplied to the top and the bottom electrode pairs can

have a substantial effect on the joule heat distribution in the melter. Figure
Bubbler operation. A limited amount of experimentation was 6 illustrates this effect when the current supplied to the top and the bottom

performed with a bubbler. The bubbler at an airflow rate (extrapolated to electrode pairs differs by 0, 90, an," q0 deg phase angles. In Figure 6, the
the melter scale) of 0.23 standard ma/h was not effective at either prevention two electrode.pair plates and stem_ ,._. indicated by shaded regions. The
of settling or resuspension of particles that represent noble metals particles top pair is labeled Al-A2; the bottom pair is labeled B1-B2. Electrodes A 1
above 40 _m in size. For smaller sized particles, the bubblerwas modestly and B1 are considered the sources of their respective pairs.
effective at prevention of settling and resuspension of a fraction of settled
material. Two contour levels are called out in Figure 6 for reference. The

contour labeled X represents the same joule heat density (W/ma) in each of
Temperature measurements. Temperature measurementswere taken at the three cases. The joule heat density associated with contour Y is larger

various locations in the models, and the data were extrapolated to actual than that associated.............with_e,',,m,,,- x" _ the v,,*'_""""lag between the
melter ,.,,,,,,,,,,_,,=."""'_''-"The ret'erenc= design shows stratification, and the glass electrode pairs is increased from 0 to 180 dog, contours X and Y shrink
at the bottom is predicted to be about 150 C cooler than the reference toward the electrode plates.

I.............................

I
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Figure 6 indicatesihat a iargel low power density region is present in-
the central region of this plane when the electrode pairs are 180 deg out of
phase. As previously described, the joule heat density results from a _
summation of the dot product of each constituent current-vector field with I I I ....... " ' ' ' ' " " " ...... I I

allotherconstituentcurrent-vectorfields.Inthi_case,two fieldsare "-'-'-_L_t ''ll "i. X_ I_]_ ""-"'' ]f--_-"
generatedby pairsAI-A2 and BI.Bi. The ccntributionof the term , \ X,_ / _ . i , i
associated with the dot product of the current produced by field A1-A2 and I _, k _ _ t # /, "

• trr,,.:"'--o:o..,o=...:,,o.o I I
are essentially parallel (due to the definition of the source electrode I I i I
locations),the dot product is positiveovervirtually the entire plane. The ii _l-"t"\ -,ii -"" ,,.._.l,._i_coefficient acting on this term in the summation for FAil can be either "'# _ t "- I
positive or negative (thecoefficients FAAand FBB are necessarily positive). ___J _'" .... 1__
For typical sinusoidal excitation and no waveform chopping, this term will [____.._]
change sign when the phase lag exceeds 90 deg. Therefore, for the II
configuration depicted in Figure 6, phase lags greater than 90 deg will
produce a cross-term component th_-tis negative. As a consequence, there Flow Field
is a cancellation effect realized on this plane for the 180-deg case. This
effect will also occur for a phase lag of 120 deg as might be generated by
using two legs of a three-phase power supply.

Advanced model. The advanced model simulation conditions are also
listed in "lhble 1. For this model, the melter walls were assumed to be an
inverted pyramid in shape with 45-deg sloped walls. Equal power was
applied to the three electrode pair connections, and no electrode cooling
was simulated. Figure 7 presents the convective flow pattern in the central
plane. The predicted pattern of the flow is principally similar to the
physical model results visualized in essentially the same geometry. In the
numerical simulation, the central core of the melt is predicted to be
predominantly in downflow with upflow occurring along the sloped walls
(in the plane of the electrodes). In the physical model, downflowwas seen
to occur in the core of the melt with upflow along the sloped walls and sidet i I

electrodes. A small counterrotational flow occurs in thelowest region (see Power Density
Figure 4).

Modified advanced model. A modified advanced melter designwith an

inverted pyramid shape was numerically simulated. In this model, the walls Figure 7. Convection Pattern and Joule Heat Distribution
had slopes of 30 and 60 deg. Electrode cooling was included in this model, for Advanced Model with Sloped Bottom Walls -
Shortly after preliminary simulation re.suits were obtained, it was Numerical Simalation
hypothesized that at least four stable flow patterns mayexist for this design.
The four patterns hypothesized are shown schematically in Figure 8. CONCLUSIONS
Furthermore, it was hypothesized that the existence of these patterns may
be controllable by (or occur as a consequence of) the amount of electrode
cooling in the two side electrodes. This cooling would ham the effect of Physicaland numerical modeling results are presented forseveral melter
causing (or allowing) downflow (or upflow) in front of :he electrode faces, designs. Results are presented whichshow the character of convective flows
which, in turn, induces an alternate convective pattern in the rest of the transporting wastes and noble metals in glass melters. Physical modeling
melt. provides visual insights to the melter convection character as well as some

quantitative data from streak photographs. Numerical modeling
This hypothesis is consistent with recent work published by Neumann complements physical modeling and provides a test bed for performing

(1990) concerning a cylinder heated from the bottom and cooled on the top. numerical experiments to investigate complicated coupling phenomena of
He shows that, subject to the nature of initial perturbation, a stable flow flow, heat, and electric properties. Both techniques are beneficial to
pattern with either upflow or downfiow along the centerline can develop, understanding glass melters for waste processing.
la the present work, it was shown that by varying the amount of electrode
cooling in the model, a flow pattern that develops with upflow in front of
a side electrode could be disrupted and caused to turn over by increasing
electrode cooling (decreasing electrode temperature), which resulted in
downflow in front of the side electrode.

Figure 9 presents examplesof flow patterns that were obtained in a two-
dimensional simulation of the centerplane of the modified advanced design.
There is good correspondence between the hypothesized stable patterns
(Figure 8) and the computed results. Similar results were obtained in a
three.dimensional model of the same geometry (Eyler, et al., 1991).

At present, these bimodally stable results are preliminary and are still
being evaluated. It has not yet been deteraxinedwhether this phenomenon ..
is pi'edominantly beneficial or detrimental to the design. In the case of
melter operation with noble metals, it may be beneficial to keeping material
in suspension by being able to periodically induce a turnover. Alternatively,
it may be beneficial to melter performance'if it can be confirmed that one
convection pattern is more efficient at transporting heat to the cold cap o
region than the other. These and other aspects of this phenomenon in this
"-':_- need to be further evaluated._lait,wOi _i_ll
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Figure 8. Schematic of Postulated Bimodal Stable Flow Patterns in

Advanced Design Model with Sloped Bottom Walls
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